UniCare
UniCare offers an advanced solution for your switchgear addressing important requirements of the future. With our specifically designed Service Kit you will get all necessary spare parts for a fast replacement in one package. UniCare includes the most frequently replaced components, tools for interlock tuning and for common maintenance in a waterproof and robust design.

Facts
Operating a power grid or powering a process needs reliable equipment, which is given by ABB switchgear. There are periodic and unforeseen events occurring, due to different reasons like wrong handling or external impacts that may damage the switchgear. To ensure uptime of the customer’s processes, the availability of proper parts and tools for exact product is a core element of every operational planning. Therefore ABB offers UniCare, a kit which precisely fits to your switchgear.

Benefits
– Easy storage
– Fast recovery from failure
– Fast mobilization in case of urgency as a dedicated set is available
– Ready made tools and parts for standard maintenance
– Original ABB parts
– ABB warranty on the spares
– Very fast delivery
– Robust design
– Waterproof case

Range
UniCare includes a wide range of switchgear service kits and the relevant installation tool boxes.
Box content
- Tool for door interlock setup
- Door handle for MV compartment
- CB spring charging motor
- Shunt closing release
- Shunt opening release
- Locking electromagnet for CB closing
- Locking electromagnet for CB truck
- Undervoltage release
- CB auxiliary multipole plug
- Handle for CB racking

Available variants
- 110/220 V DC
- 24/48/60 V DC
- 230 V AC
- Configuration according to switchgear serial number

Contact us
Your Service sales contact: www.abb.com/contacts
More Service information: www.abb.com/productguide

The data and illustrations are not binding. We reserve the right to make changes without notice in the course of technical development of the product.
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